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Preface
It is a pleasure to act as a representative of the guest editors to spend a few words
on this special “Renesse Issue on Satis'ability”.
Renesse is a small village in the south-western part of The Netherlands. A loca-
tion with a rich history of sailors, surrounded by waters of all sorts: sea, river, delta
and natural and arti'cial lakes. The famous Dutch waterworks “Neeltje Jans”, best
characterized as a movable dike of some 8 km length, is very near to this place.
The SAT2000 workshop was held in this environment, at a beautiful castle near the
dunes.
This continued a tradition of Satis'ability scientists to meet at places where the
architectural output of European culture is clearly visible. First in Siena (1996, Italy)
and two years later in Paderborn (1998, Germany).
Another tradition established at the Siena meeting was the intention to publish the
best of the presented material in a special issue of a scienti'c journal.
That is why you keep this book in your hands now.
We proudly present 13 contributions of various sub-disciplines, but of course, all
related to Satis'ability research. Let me shortly present the variety of the contents.
First, we have four papers related to Minimal Unsatis'able Sets.
One on generating (or rather approximating) such sets (Bruni and Sassano), another
on some typical characterizations of special cases (Zhao and Klein Buening) and two
on far-reaching generalizations: connections with matching theories (Kullmann) and
homomorphisms of Boolean formulas (Szeider).
Two papers (Hirsch) and (Gramm, Niedermeier, Rossmanith and Hirsch) deal with
upper bounds on search, the 'rst regarding local search procedures and the second in
fact with a maximum 2-Satis'ability algorithm.
Complexity issues regarding resolution and Binary Decision Diagrams are set in the
contribution of Groote and Zantema.
After solving the 32-bit map parity problem by a two-phase approach in 1998 it
became obvious that a sort of equivalence reasoning was necessary to attack similar
problems by a one-phase algorithm. The paper by Chu Min Li gives full insight into
these matters.
Further, the eAorts of Gerard and Li indicate that in some respect, the present
DPLL based state-of-the-art solvers, using binary branching, are reaching their optimal
performance with regard to solving random 3-SAT problems.
Coding and decoding recently came into the realm of Satis'ability solvers, although
it must be said that there still is a long way to go before even thinking about competing
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with the approaches from number-theory. The contribution of Fiorini, Martinelli and
Massacci on RSA signatures describes possibilities and problems we might encounter.
Franco and Swaminathan discuss a high probability certi'cate for unsatis'ability
with regard to a class of random 3-SAT formulas.
A Boolean formula may have a lot of dependencies under its variables. ‘Prestwich’
paper studies the eAects of such dependencies on search, thereby focusing on Hamil-
tonian cycles.
Finally, Quanti'ed Boolean Logic is gradually coming into the area of Satis'ability
solving. Biere, Zhu and Plaisted contributed to this fast developing 'eld.
The number of participants at the above quoted workshops increased steadily, reach-
ing a maximum at the Renesse meeting. Larger numbers would ask for a bigger ap-
proach.
The Boston meeting in 2001 on Satis'ability testing, organized by Selman and Kautz,
showed still growing interest in the 'eld. Realizing that the Boston and Renesse par-
ticipants formed a far from overlapping group, gave us reason to combine forces and
to go for a yearly symposium, starting 2002, the 'rst of which to be held in Cincinnati
(USA).
The loyal reader hence must be pleased to know that special issues on Satis'ability
will be substantially larger in near future.
Special thanks go to Joost Warners, Etienne de Klerk and Dimitri Pasechnik, who
assisted me in making the Renesse workshop, and therefore this issue, a great success.
On behalf of John Franco and Ewald Speckenmeyer I wish you great pleasure in
studying the underlying book.
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